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Building Brand Trust and 
Increasing Revenue 
With BombBomb

Video communication creates 

connection and builds trust. 

It encourages responsiveness 

and conversion through clear 

and consistent messaging. 

For one Big Four management 

consulting firm, the addition of 

video increased the value of their 

pipeline by $200 million after one 

year and overall revenue by $50 

million over three years.

https://bombbomb.com/
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You rely on your sales team to grow and sustain your business and brand. From 
encouraging buy-in and nurturing leads to supporting ongoing campaigns and finding 
growth opportunities, they work hard to make your B2B organization successful. And 
because of this, not only do the tools you invest in have to support their efforts, they 

should also demonstrate a significant return on investment (ROI). 

When one of the Big Four management consulting firms began using BombBomb, 
members of their teams noticed a difference immediately. Prospects responded 
positively to video messaging. Internal communication improved. And they could reach 
people through a new medium — one they might be more comfortable using.  

But how did this translate into dollars?

The Mission
Determining BombBomb’s ROI

How did the 
firm know if 
BombBomb 
was really worth 
the financial 
investment?
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This consulting firm knew when it came to engaging prospects in a service-based 

B2B model, leveraging brand clout wouldn’t be the primary driver of revenue 

growth year after year. Instead, they chose to leverage their team using BombBomb 

— people connecting with people.  And to evaluate BombBomb’s efficacy, they 

assessed data at those points of human connection — prospect response, 

conversion rates, and overall engagement.

Lead response

Initial interactions during outreach lay the 

foundation for healthy, trusting relationships. 

And it’s these relationships that lead to buy-in. 

But, you see, prospects are less likely to 

respond to these efforts, let alone consider 

a partnership if this foundation isn’t poured 

correctly. Video creates a space to build 

positive familiarity, convey genuine emotion, 

and demonstrate authenticity.

You see, in B2B, everything we do is human-centered — whether we know it or not.

The Data
Measuring BombBomb’s ROI and overall impact

We’re humans                 selling to other humans                 . 

https://www.martyneumeier.com/branding-by-business-type
https://www.martyneumeier.com/branding-by-business-type
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Leveraging team members with video during those initial interactions opened the door 

for impactful, trusting relationships for this Big Four consulting firm. And this decreased 
the number of client touches by 70%.

10 AVERAGE NUMBER 
OF TOUCHES FOR 
LEAD RESPONSE 3 NUMBER OF TOUCHES 

FOR LEAD RESPONSE 
WITH BOMBBOMB

Engagement

Every interaction a customer has with your 

brand occurs at touchpoints throughout the 

customer journey. 

Incorporating video at specific points can help 

differentiate your brand from things like digital 

pollution and competing business. It also 

conveys the clarity necessary for your message 

to be understood.

By incorporating video at specific touchpoints, 

this consulting firm saw overall responsiveness 
increase from 15% to 33%. 

33%
USING 

BOMBBOMB

15%
TRADITIONAL SALES 

COMMUNICATION

Digital pollution is anything that creates 
frustration or mistrust in virtual spaces.

https://bombbomb.com/blog/digital-pollution/
https://bombbomb.com/blog/digital-pollution/
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Conversion rates

It’s your customers that build your brand by purchasing from you and advocating for 

you. But to scale your business, these customers need to convert from prospects to 

customers first. 

Rather than clever PDFs or bleak demos, this consulting firm connected face to face 

using BombBomb. 

For this consulting firm, incorporating video 

improved lead conversion by 67%.

6% LEAD CONVERSION WITH 
VOICE AND PLAIN TEXT 10% LEAD CONVERSION 

WITH BOMBBOMB 

Face-to-face connection is 
human-centered. It makes 
people feel included, valued, 
and understood. It also fosters 
healthy, long-term relationships 
with brand advocates that 
support and drive growth. 

https://www.martyneumeier.com/the-new-brand-model
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The Financial Impact
$50 million increase in revenue over three years

Lead response

During initial outreach, this Big Four management 

consulting firm leverages their team members 

with video. Video has drastically reduced the 

number of touches for lead response from ten to 

three. And because leads are responding sooner, 

team members can spend the time they would 

typically use for continued outreach on additional 

sales campaigns. 

With a 70% reduction to cadence length, leads 

move through the sales funnel more quickly. 

Now, each team member can accept two more 

campaigns per year, valued at $25 million each. 

With a continued 25% closing rate, the quantified 
value of BombBomb for lead response is $12.5 
million after three years.

$50 million

$50 million

$50 million
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Engagement

Human-centered communication helps build relationships early 

on. And Incorporating video at specific touchpoints in the sales 

process fosters emotional connection and trust necessary for 

prospect responsiveness. And for this firm, a human-centered 

approach to communication has doubled engagement. 

With results similar to lead response, every sales team member 

can now accept two additional campaigns per year, valued 

at $25 million each. With a continued 25% closing rate, the 
quantified value of BombBomb for responsiveness is $12.5 
million after three years.

Human-centered communication is a framework 
for creating more human connection across the 
digital divide. It’s an approach to communication 
that puts the needs, wants, and interests of others 
on a level playing field as our own to assure that 
we’re connecting effectively in digital, virtual, and 
online spaces.

Lead Conversion

For this consulting firm, making prospects, leads, and customers the focal point of 

their brand encourages loyal advocacy. Using video creates a feeling of belonging and 

openness, leading to a 67% improvement in lead conversion. 

The impact on the bottom line? 67% more unique sales opportunities that lead to a 

$100 million improvement at pipeline. With a 25% closing rate, the quantified value of 
BombBomb is $25 million in revenue after three years. 

https://bombbomb.com/book/human-centered/


Results at the pipeline

Not all people are ready to buy today. 

Nurturing potential customers and maintaining 

relationships through video lets businesses 

like this firm stay top of mind with their 

prospects. For example, video can be used to 

provide ongoing value, check-in, or answer any 

questions.

After incorporating BombBomb, this consulting 

firm built a $200 million pipeline of potential 

revenue through video messaging.

Final Results

A human-centered approach to B2B sales encourages people to join this Big Four 

management consulting firm. Adding video makes their prospects feel valued, 

connected, and engaged in all stages of the sales process. It also creates a consistent 

and powerful brand message and supports growth.

By incorporating video across the sales process, this management consulting firm saw a 

$50 million increase in revenue over three years. This increase, along with a $200 million 
pipeline within one year, brought in revenue over 1000 times the cost of BombBomb.

$200
Million
Pipeline After 
One Year

67% LEAD CONVERSION 
IMPROVEMENT 70% CADENCE LENGTH 

REDUCTION

MORE THAN  2X ENGAGEMENT

Want to build stronger relationships 
and create more opportunities through 
video email and video messaging?

Start a Free Trial

https://bombbomb.com/
https://bombbomb.com/metadata-free-trial/

